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2018 began with some trepidation as Nigeria's economy failed to take off, and familiar sounds of discontent began to surface. In 
the political space, questions mounted about whether the coalition that brought President Buhari to power three years earlier 
would hold rm. It didn't.

Meanwhile, the year, 2018, would go down as the year when the government's claims about having a lid on security issues were 
revealed to be mostly empty. The year began with an escalation of the Pastoral Conict, with tit-for-tat killings across ve states 
in the Middle Belt, and a tepid reaction from Aso Rock. This did not go down well with people in the region, and it culminated in 
thethe unsightly scenario of one of Nigeria's most prominent citizens asking his fellow tribesmen to defend themselves. 
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While many saw 2017 as a year dominated by seismic events, which threatened to upend the global order with the 
rise of nationalists on both sides of the Atlantic, 2018 can be seen as a year of reawakening:defenders of the 
international liberal order adjusted to the new normal while ghting back against revisionists, who sought to tear 
down what has been and rebuild the world in their image.

In November, the rest of the European Union consented to a withdrawal agreement with the United Kingdom. The 
entire purpose of Brexit was to free the United Kingdom from the grip of EU rules, allowing it to set her own terms 
ffor dealing with the world. But, the need to maintain access to its largest trading bloc  resulted in an agreement 
that has managed to anger both sides of the English Channel. While British royals have embarked on tours around 
the world to rekindle relationships across the Commonwealth and beyond (Prince Charles visited Nigeria in 
November), it is uncertain if the agreement, and the government of Theresa May, will survive a vote in the Parliament.

The stance of European governments on migrants crossing the Mediterranean continued to harden throughout 2018. 
The EU was still unable to forge a collective agreement both within themselves and with war-torn Libya on managing 
thethe ow. Italy’s new government refused to allow several rescue boats to dock in its ports. Yet migrants continued to 
brave the hazardous crossing and this trend does not appear like it will abate anytime soon. With over 170,000 
migrants crossing in 2017 and around 60,000 as of August 2018, the consensus across European capitals is that the 
migration crisis can only be solved at its roots. Hence the visits of Emmanuel Macron of France, Angela Merkel of 
Germany and Theresa May of the United Kingdom to some of the source countries with the highest number of 
migrants to establish partnerships aimed at boosting local economies and stem the tide.

20182018 began with an allegation that Donald Trump used a derogatory term to describe countries from where a 
majority of immigrants to the United States come from. That drama could be considered as a marker for his 
administration’s aggressive attitude to the current migration trend into the United States, both for legal and illegal 
migrants as well as refugees eeing violence and economic inequality. However, this has not diminished the support 
provided by the United States Africa Command to parts of Africa dealing with serious security challenges including 
the Horn of Africa, the Lake Chad Region and the Sahel. Trump also received President Muhammadu Buhari in the 
WWhite House in April. However, President Trump’s engagement with Africa was not without its fair share of drama, 
the US President reportedly describing his Nigerian counterpart, Muhammadu Buhari as “lifeless”, a comment which 
generated signicant commentary in Nigeria’s press. 
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The withdrawal of the United States from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, signed by former President 
Barack Obama, his European partners, Russia and Iran, was greeted with a whimper across the world. Even when the 
action was condemned by allies and antagonists of the US alike, the reality that violation of the sanctions may cause 
restrictions of access from the biggest economy in the world has ensured high level of compliance. Although eight 
countries were eventually issued a six-month grace to nd alternative sources of crude oil, it is expected that Iranian 
oil exports will fall steeply from Q3 2019. As a countermeasure, Iran will seek to ramp up its sanctions evading 
mechanismsmechanisms in which it is well practised over the years. In addition, OPEC cuts, which will likely come into effect in 
January, should squeeze supply and send oil prices back up to mid $60s.  

China’s Belt and Road Initiative continued apace in Asia and Africa. But, with western governments questioning the 
terms of nancing of this projects, Sri Lanka making difficult concessions in order to secure debt renegotiation for a 
failing port project, Malaysia cancelling projects and anti-China protests in Kenya, Zambia and Uganda, we may 
begin to see greater scrutiny of the projects being executed by China across the continent. However, China’s biggest 
issueissue in 2019 will its ability to escape another round of US sanctions, which is already impacting its economic growth.

The Islamic State, which was already on the back foot as Arab and Kurdish forces, backed by the air power of a US-led 
coalition, pushed it out of major population centres, resulting in the loss of its last strongholds in Syria. However, its 
provinces and affiliates, including the Islamic State’s West Africa Province, have continued to remain active. The 
insurgency in the Lake Chad region seems to have intensied in the later part of 2018. Attacks on military positions, 
paparticularly within Nigeria, has put paid to claims that the insurgency has been “technically defeated.” The inability 
of the various countries involved to coordinate their actions has allowed the militants to roam borders areas almost 
with impunity. The ow of weapons and men from the Sahel and Central Africa has boosted the  condence of rebels, 
but the death of Mamman Nur seems to have lessened the inuence of more moderate voices within the insurgents’ 
ranks. While the status of  IS’ top hierarchy remains unknown, it is clear that they continue to serve as inspiration for 
the group’s branches in Africa and the Middle East.

IIn Cameroon, the Ambazonia crisis, which nally erupted into a more open conict in 2017, continued unrelentingly 
in 2018, with the Ambazonian Defence Forces enjoying the advantages of familiarity with the terrain and signicant 
local support. The re-election of President Paul Biya to another seven-year term appears to have intensied the 
determination of the ADF as they have embarked on attacking civilians who defy their proclamations. The resulting 
humanitarian crisis has seen over 30,000 refugees displaced all along that country’s western border with Nigeria.



Nigeria has had a mixed 2018. Some variable economic indicators have been positive – oil production has been on 
the increase (now over 1.7mb/d), oil prices have been strong (largely above $65 /b), the economy has stayed out of 
recession buoyed by a strengthening non-oil sector. However, the fundamental issues hindering Nigeria’s growth 
have remained – low tax revenues to GDP, high debt service to revenue inows, graft across all sectors, a hobbled 
infrastructure prole, and nascent health and human services. The better part of 2018 has seen a net outow of 
foreign investors, which has forced the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) to fund a consistently strong demand for 
dollarsdollars and thus, erode the foreign reserves which was built up during the rst half of the year. 

The country’s insecurity prole has also been mixed – the Niger Delta, which saw some unrest in the rst half of the 
year is now largely peaceful, and herdsmen – farmer clashes in the Middle-Belt appears to have abated in recent 
months. However, the Boko Haram insurgency in the North East still remains a big factor as well as cattle rustling in 
the North West. 

As with all election years, the outlook on Nigeria in 2019 will revolve around the general elections. The rst half of 
thethe year will be focused on campaigning for the elections and all the attendant politicking and strain to public 
security that accompanies general elections. 

In the second half, the winners will be concerned with recalibrating the distribution of the “spoils of war”. Hence, 
governance will take a back-seat and give way to politicking. In a year where Nigeria enters with a scal crisis that 
stands on the edge of a precipice and with headwinds like the already collapsing oil prices and the tightening of 
global capital ows, this is bound to create signicant runaway problems. The choices and options have crystallised 
withwith the two major candidates being President Muhammadu Buhari of the All Progressives Congress (APC), who is 
seeking reelection, and Atiku Abubakar, a former vice president, and the candidate of the People’s Democratic Party 
(PDP). There are a slew of other candidates seeking to inict an implausible upset. One positive from an election year 
is a renewed focus on securing the country enough for the actual election to occur. This will see concerted efforts 
from the government to deal with the many security issues that have been left to run amok in the last two years.
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One of the consistent positions of the Buhari administration has been that the economic recession was caused by the unfettered
corruption of the Goodluck Jonathan era. It has cited the small shoots of recovery as evidence of its dexterous economic 
management. For many Nigerians, however, their nances have become worse. A series of damning numbers have inicted 
uncomplimentary blows on Buhari’s claims of economic competence. 

GDP growth declined from 2.1 percent in December 2017 to 1.8 percent as at the third quarter of 2018. According to the 
World Poverty Clock, Nigeria has overtaken India as the country with the most people living in extreme poverty;  86.5 million 
NNigerians or nearly half the country’s population fall within this bracket. This also means that Nigeria is unlikely to meet the UN 
Sustainable Development Goal of ending extreme poverty by 2030. Unemployment rate surged to a stratospheric 18.8 percent 
(underemployment sat at 21.1 percent) in the third quarter of 2017 (since then, the government has failed to fund the statistics 
agency to carry out further unemployment surveys). Nigeria ranked 152nd out of 157 countries in the World Bank’s recently 
released Human Capital Index.

In 2015, Buhari and the APC rode into power on the wave of populist promises. The President will point to his neo-welfarist 
policiespolicies such as the social investment programmes and the Tradermoni scheme as evidence of his commitment to changing 
the material conditions of ordinary Nigerians. Critics have, however, lampooned the Tradermoni scheme, which facilitates soft 
loans to traders, as a vote buying programme. The APC will argue that the administration’s schemes such as the Conditional 
Cash Transfer programme represent the largest effort by any administration to institute anything remotely resembling a social 
safety net for the most vulnerable Nigerians. The administration will likely fast-track some infrastructural projects so that they 
cancan be ready for commissioning just before the polls. This will provide some valuable optics for the president’s re-election 
campaign. 

As the elections approach, Buhari will resort to the tried and trusted populism that served him so well in 2015. The 
administration has indicated a willingness to reach an agreement with organised labour on an upward review of the minimum 
wage. While the administration initially proposed a 33 percent increase of the wage from   18,000 ($50) to   24,000, it appears 
to have bowed to the Nigerian Labour Congress (NLC) 67 percent increase demand (about   30,000). The timing of the agreement 
isis auspicious, and the imminence of an election year has clearly played a role in swaying the administration’s response at a time
 when many states are creaking under unsustainable public sector expenditure and unable to pay the current minimum wage.  
However, the Nigerian Governors Forum has said that while it is not opposed to an upward review of the minimum wage in 
principle, it has concerns about the states’ “ability or resources to take care of that agreed minimum wage.”
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The minimum wage debate has broader implications. Nigeria is in the middle of a public revenue crisis, and over the past three years, 
the government has failed to meet the revenue targets it has set in successive budgets. If the administration prevails in pushing 
through its proposed minimum wage of    24,000, it would hike its wage bill by     615 billion from    1.866 trillion in 2017 to    2.4 trillion, 
which would be 90 percent of the government’s total revenues in 2017. If the NLC succeeds in getting   30,000 as the new wage, 
personnel costs will rise by   1.25 trillion to    3.1 trillion, a sum 14 percent higher than the entire revenue collected by the federal 
ggovernment in 2017, and equivalent to 34 percent of the 2018 budget. The administration’s willingness to even countenance a 
minimum wage increase while it is grappling with obvious revenue challenges has been agged as a risk to the wider economy. 

The Nigerian government will clearly be unable to generate additional revenues to meet the nancial obligations imposed by a 
minimum wage hike and it will have no choice but to borrow to sustain its personnel expenses. And this is without adding other 
obligations posed by debt servicing, capital expenditure and overhead costs. Already, the government is unable to meet its own 
running costs from oil revenue any longer. 

TThere are concerns that the Buhari administration is digging Nigeria deeper into the abyss of debt. Between 2016 and 2017, it 
borrowed   3.2 billion. In 2017, the country’s debt service to revenue ratio reached a record high of 67 percent suggesting that 
for every naira earned, Nigeria spends 67 kobo of it  on debt servicing, leaving just 33 kobo for desperately needed spending 
on education for its fast-growing population and addressing a gnawing infrastructure decit. This is a more relevant measure 
of debt sustainability for a country like Nigeria with a low revenue to GDP ratio, as opposed to the often quoted debt to GDP 
rratio. In early October, President Buhari sent a request to the National Assembly seeking to raise a $2.86 billion Eurobond priced 
at a signicant premium, the fth such facility over the last two years alone, despite growing worries that Nigeria’s debt service 
to revenue ratio is approaching unsustainable levels. 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has already issued a warning about the unsustainability of the country’s mounting 
foreign debt stock, which has failed to translate into discernible economic growth.  With the administration unwilling to 
countenance tough measures to cut expenditure such as job cuts, privatisation and the appropriate and cost-reective pricing 
ofof petrol and power, it is clearly committed to borrowing as a way out of the morass. This means laying up an impossible debt 
burden for future administrations and generations with escalating debt servicing obligations, effectively reducing the amount 
available for spending on social services at a time when they are desperately needed by one of the fastest growing populations 
in the world. 

The World Bank recently decried the poor level of investment in health, education and technology. These are precisely the sort 
of areas that will be starved of funds as the full toll of Nigeria’s crushing public sector wage bill and her revenue crisis becomes 
apparent. 
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Ideally, the decision on a minimum wage should be reserved till after the election, when the debate is less tainted by the 
urgency and desperation of politics. Prudence demands such restraint considering that whatever decision is reached now will 
either place an ill-considered burden on this administration if it wins re-election or dumps a scal liability on a new 
administration if the opposition wins. However, having committed itself to negotiating a minimum wage increase, the Buhari 
government will feel that it would be politically suicidal to backtrack from the negotiations and will  do whatever it requires to 
avoid an electoral backlash from workers. 

TThe NLC recognises both the political gravity of the moment and the strength of its bargaining position and will not ease its 
demands. In this case, the APC appears to be committed to doing whatever it takes to win re-election even if that means 
unleashing inationary pressures on the economy in the short term, condemning subsequent governments to an excruciating 
debt burden and mortgaging the future of oncoming generations.    







President Buhari has made “the anti-corruption war” the centrepiece of his administration and has offered a narrative in which 
he has portrayed his challenges as the consequence of corrupt oligarchs ghting his measures. He will double down on this 
message by regurgitating attacks on Atiku’s alleged corruption. On his own part, the challenger and the PDP will point out that 
Buhari had no problems of principle in 2015 when he accepted Atiku’s support and ew in his private plane. They will highlight 
the many unaddressed corruption scandals that have plagued this administration, such as the missing funds of the National 
IIntelligence Agency and the president’s inability or unwillingness to sanction the prosecution of indicted gures such as 
Babachir Lawal and Lawan Maina. They will argue that despite Buhari’s self-appointment as minister of petroleum, the Nigerian 
National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) is as opaque as it has ever been. The PDP will insist that hypocrisy and double standards, 
rather than integrity, are the dening traits of the APC government. 

The administration is likely to step up “anti-corruption” measures to burnish its image as a government dedicated to ghting 
ccorruption. Buhari’s recently announced Executive Order 6, which imposes a travel ban on fty unnamed Nigerians allegedly 
under investigation for graft is one of such measures. The Order has been criticized for its dubious legality – it is a clear and 
untenable violation of the right to freedom of movement – and opposition elements are citing it as yet more evidence of 
Buhari’s incurable predisposition to authoritarianism. They contend that the Order is also proof that, If Buhari is reelected, his 
repressed dictatorial instincts will be fully unleashed.  

Given the stakes of the election and depending on how desperate the administration is, it is unlikely to shy away from using 
agenciesagencies such as the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) against political opponents. Part of the power of 
incumbency is the absolute control of coercive institutions enjoyed by the Executive. We can expect targeted prosecution of 
certain opposition gures as means of blackmailing them and slowing down the momentum of the opposition. In the process, 
it can also be expected that the presidency will exhibit little concern about complying with rule of law. The Buhari campaign 
will attempt to portray the election as a contest between an ascetic, incorruptible man of integrity in the incumbent and a 
ccorrupt, wheeling and dealing politician with unscrupulous habits.  Atiku will seek to make the pre-election debate a 
conversation about executive competence (or lack thereof) especially in terms of the economy and security management.  



One of President Buhari’s biggest electoral challenges will be that of dispelling the perception that he is insular, provincial, polarising 
and prejudiced. Complaints that his inner circle and the national security and defence team do not reect the country’s diversity have 
fallen on deaf ears. The replacement of Matthew Seiyeifa with Yusuf Bichi as the Director General of the State Security Service lent 
credence to the widespread belief that Buhari is far more comfortable with northerners in the security establishment. A widely 
circulated editorial lamented President Buhari’s “curious clannish allegiance” and his “suspected ethnocentric and nepotistic 
ttendencies which are attaining an embarrassing proportion” as well as “the arrogance and irreverent audacity with which” he “has 
inundated the federal bureaucracy and the presidency with family members and cronies and his utter disregard for competence, 
public opinion and sense of justice.” 

By contrast, Atiku has a long established reputation as a genuinely cosmopolitan Nigerian with friends across the country. He is seen 
as a bridge builder who is unaffected by religious or ethnic biases and a leader of a multi-ethnic family. His advocacy for restructuring 
(e(even though he is light on actual policy details) places him in good stead, as he has the distinction of being the one major political 
gure that has made the hot-button issue a key part of his agenda. His choice of the former Anambra State governor, Peter Obi, as his 
running mate was astute and well-received. Obi, is one of the few Nigerians to have migrated from the private sector into politics and 
left public office with his reputation for honesty, probity, frugality and results enhanced.

Atiku's decision to pick Obi as his running mate brightens the prospect of the South East producing the president in 2023. This will 
eneenergise the region and the neighbouring South South to vote the PDP in the general elections. However, this counter-balanced by 
the possibility of the South West to produce the president - in form of Vice President Yemi Osinbajo - via the ruling APC in 2023. 

The opposition will be sure to pull up Buhari’s most divisive Freudian gaffes and cite them as evidence that he cannot be trusted to 
run a pluralistic society like Nigeria fairly. Given the presently fractious political climate, whoever wins the election will face the 
challenge of uniting the country. This task will be made more urgent by the current proliferation of conicts across the federation. 
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The imminence of a Nigerian election year typically engenders much apprehension in international and domestic circles 
regarding the country’s political stability and the security of life and property. 2019 is no different. Whether these anxieties 
increase or decrease depends on how the political actors and the relevant regulatory institutions conduct themselves before, 
during and after the elections. The fact that the two leading contenders are both Fulani Muslims should have stripped the 
campaign season of some of the more toxic messaging and rhetoric that characterised the last round of electioneering 
HHowever, in November, the Kaduna state governor, Nasir El Rufai, publicly accused Atiku’s running mate of being a tribal bigot, 
indicating that ethnic messaging might still be a recurring theme during the campaign season, and Atiku himself appealed to 
ethnic sentiments at a campaign even in Sokoto. 

This only addresses one pattern of violence. The two-party dynamic, which pits two relatively strong parties against each other, 
carries its own peculiar binary pattern of strife. Thus, the potential for violence will remain high given the strong partisan rivalry. 
SStates like Rivers, Kano and more recently Akwa Ibom, due to the APC-PDP rivalry and internecine strife within the ruling party,, 
should be expected to record some cases of violence. Much will depend on how fairly and competently the Independent 
National Electoral Commission (INEC) and the security agencies perform their jobs. Any signs of bias and underhandedness will 
be immediately seized upon by both parties to call the entire process into question and raise the spectre of instability. In the 
event that the polls are compromised by signicant fraud and allied irregularities, neither party will accept the results. 

IIn the continuation of a trend that emerged in 2015, social media will play a huge role in shaping the electoral campaign. The 
social media space is already a eld of political battle and both parties will deploy signicant resources to win hearts and minds 
in the virtual frontier. A far less salutary aspect of this trend will be the expected large-scale deployment of bots, fake news and 
disinformation techniques aimed at seizing control of the public consciousness. If INEC, in particular, fails to organise a nimble 
strategic communications programme around the polls, it will create gaps that can be exploited by purveyors of fake news with 
inincendiary partisan propaganda increasing the risk of a breakdown of law and order. This is an area in which the Commission 
must work with civil society to ensure the absolute transparency of the electoral process. 

ELECTIONS AND 
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We believe that the country’s GDP growth 
rate will double in 2018 despite the recent 
caps on production placed by OPEC.
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Oil prices to drop to 2017 
year end levels by the end 
of 2018. 

Despite rising to a year rise 
of $76 in early October, West 
Texas Intermediate Crude has 
slippedslipped to around $51 as of 
end of November. Brent Crude, 
which started the year at 
$66.13 was at $63.31 as of the 
time of writing this document.
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Jobs lost during the recession will nally begin to return. 
The National Bureau of Statistics has been unable 
to release unemployment gures since Q3 2017.
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By the end of 2018, we predict that rates will be around 12%. 
The CBN has left its interest rate at 14% since July 2016.
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Of the 32 projections we made 
at the end of 2017, 26 (81%) were 
correct, 4 (13%) were wrong, while 
2 (6%) are either partially correct or 
unknown. 
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Some days ago, a friend of mine asked me at an event we attended about the coming elections: “What direction do you see 
the North taking after the 2019 elections?” 

I am sure he posed this question to me because he is familiar with my commentary on the North on different social media 
platforms, but his question caught me off guard and I spent about 30 minutes thinking about the best way to answer him. 
This is not to say that I have not given it a thought before now, but when I thought about it, I did not see any clear direction 
the North will take after the 2019 general elections. However, the effort has to be made to answer, so I will. 

TThe 2019 elections are shaping up to be a keenly contested affair. Campaigns have been green-lighted   by the Independent 
National Electoral Commission and the political parties have wasted no time walking through it as they immediately 
presented their policies to the electorates. 

To answer my friend’s question, I will look at two things. First, I will examine how I think the North would vote in the coming 
elections and please, note that this is subjective and not backed by numbers from any polls. I draw my analysis simply from 
observation of events and interactions with people during my travels within the region as a researcher in the last three years.
 TThe North as I see it will witness a high level of voter apathy next year. This is because the reform-minded folks, who threw 
their weight behind the then Candidate Muhammadu Buhari in 2015 with the hope that real hard-hitting reforms would take
place, are pretty much disappointed with what they have seen. What would not change is the majority vote the President 
pulled in the North in 2015. He will not win by a landslide because his main challenger Atiku Abubakar of the PDP is from the
region. But win Buhari will.
 Secondly, I look at Northern Nigeria in terms of critical reforms and delivery of public services to citizens. If you look closely at 
thethe states in the North in the last three years, nothing has really changed nothing has changed in the critical sectors that 
needed reforms. This will not change a bit. Education, an upsurge in the number of almajiris, healthcare, economy, and drug 
abuse are for me really the issues that every northerner should be concerned about and what should shape how we all vote 
the people who govern our states. 

But I am certain the humdrum conversation that we are having will continue because we do not think of our states as patriots. 
We instead think of them from a partisan point. Think about this: in the last two years,  drug abuse in the North has continued 
tto rise, and the issue of child beggars and child hawkers continue to persist. What critical reform or policy has any of the 
northern states put in place to address these issues? Your guess is as good as mine.

Essentially, post-2019 elections northern Nigeria will 
not be different from what we currently have in terms 
of how governance impacts the lives of the people.
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As an incumbent, President Muhammadu Buhari is coming into the elections in a strong position. By reason of access to 
government nancial resources and control of coercive institutions, he has an arsenal of incentives with which to affect 
voters’ behaviour. An incumbent, by default, still possesses the biggest bully pulpit in the public space and the ability to 
commandeer national attention at any time and place of his choosing. Buhari’s support base – millions of voters in the 
north-west and in the north-east – is still intact. His populist message of ghting elite corruption and modelling integrity in 
publicpublic office, however implausible they seem to neutrals and to his opponents, continue to resonate among large sections of 
the electorate. Even so, the president is not without chinks in his armour. 

Having a guaranteed voting bloc is important but their electoral impact is limited if that voting bloc is sequestered in just one 
or two geopolitical zones. The legal requirement of a majoritarian presidency, which is to secure at least 25 percent of the 
votes cast in two-thirds of the states of the federation, means a president can only be elected by a broad, diverse and national 
supposupport base. Victorious politicians win by building the broadest coalitions and alliances. Buhari’s victory in 2015 was made 
possible because he assembled the broadest alliance, poaching key political actors and their networks from the PDP. Indeed, 
it may be argued that it was the defection of disaffected renegades under the aegis of the ‘New PDP’ faction from the PDP to 
the APC that decisively turned the tide in favour of the latter. 

A signicant concern for the Buhari camp is that the coalition that delivered victory in 2015 has collapsed. The political cost 
of the defections of key gures such as the Senate President Bukola Saraki, the Speaker of the House of Representatives 
YYakubu Dogara and Rabiu Kwankwaso among others will be signicant. These men, along with Atiku Abubakar, were 
instrumental to the APC’s victory in 2015. Buhari’s failure to keep the coalition that brought him into power, or at least 
preserve relations with most of the supporting cast that helped him secure the presidency, has created a signicant 
impediment to his re-election. This is compounded by the fact that the APC was  enmeshed in internal discord in certain states, 
and this has been further exacerbated by discontent with the primaries recently conducted by the party in some states. 

UltimUltimately, there is a sense that both sides are largely settled. Both Buhari and Atiku are gures that divide attention albeit in 
different ways. The president’s opponents see him as obdurately provincial and constitutionally incapable of presiding fairly 
over a diverse society without lapsing into nepotism and irredentism. Atiku’s naysayers consider him a corrupt politician and 
the embodiment of the political class whose depredations are responsible for Nigeria’s ruin. For them, Buhari represents a 
thesis of public integrity of which Atiku is a blatantly awed antithesis. The partisans and their supporters have dug and 
ensensconced themselves in their immovable trenches. Only a thin sliver of neutral voters remains available to be swayed by 
campaign rhetoric. Thus, the election outcome will likely hinge on which candidate can translate sympathetic sentiments into 
voter turnout on polling day. This is all the more important as there is a risk that in Buhari and Atiku, Nigeria has two candidates 
whose aws and strengths are so familiar that they will be unable to inspire sufficient turnout at the polls.    

PROJECTIONS



Politically, we envisage that in the best case scenario for the incumbent, he may win but face a hostile national assembly 
where we will have an opposition party having the majority in both legislative houses for the rst time. In the worst case 
scenario, he will lose the election. 

Economy
Nigeria’s economy is sadly still largely dependent on oil prices. Economic planning uses a $60/barrel benchmark and a 2.2 
million bpd for planning. Already oil prices are trending dangerously close to this benchmark price and we believe that this 
ddownward trend will continue next year. Also, not only has production levels never reached 2.2 million bpd in 2018, 2019 
levels will trend lower, as the Niger Delta which has been relatively quiet will experience some upsurge in militancy. The 
impact of this is multiple folds. First, the government’s already strained revenue position will become totally untenable, and we 
predict that debt service to revenue ratio will reach 80%, limiting Nigeria’s ability to continue to borrow money internationally. 
In the rst half of the year, it will be a political priority to continue to defend the dollar and hence we don’t expect the exchange 
rrate to move signicantly before the elections. However, once the elections are over, we expect a steep rise in the exchange rate 
by between 30% and 40%. We expect that the government will attempt to control this price for as long as it can, opening 
arbitrage windows akin to 2016 and leading to signicant capital ight.

Secondly, we expect the trend of poor budget performance to continue, due to the precarious revenue prole of the central 
purse. Key investments will unfortunately not be made.

Whatever the new wage structure that is negotiated with the unions ends up to be, unpaid salaries will remain a clear and 
present reality. 

AAnother impact of poor budget performance will be an inability to continue to fund some of the social intervention 
programmes the government is currently championing. 

As we do not expect the policy choices to be different, it is likely that Nigeria will face another recession in 2019.

In security, we expect the political will to face the numerous security challenges and attempt to deal with them to nally arrive 
because of the necessity of conducting election in the troubled states. 
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Nigeria has shown a remarkable ability to deal with issues if dealing with these issues align with the overarching interests of 
its political elite. For them, nothing is more important than securing elections that will directly determine the ow of 
political patronage for the next four years. Therefore, banditry in Zamfara and Northern Kaduna, Boko Haram in Borno and 
Yobe, pastoralists in the North Central and other pockets of violence will be faced with renewed vigour. 

The biggest threat, however, lies at the centre of the government’s treatment of the Islamic Movement of Nigeria. If the 
ttreatment continues and the military presence that is bound to escalate as efforts to keep the peace for the elections continue, 
we expect more clashes with the IMN and one of these may be the spark that lights a larger tinder. 

Regardless of the winner of the 2019 election, there will be a change of guard at the leadership of security agencies.
 

If the opposition manages to make it into Aso Rock, there will be a clamour for the current heads to face the “Dasuki Treatment”.

We expect that as the elections draw nearer, the government of President Buhari will increasingly resort to populist policies to 
shore up support, an action which will aggravate the country’s indebtedness.

GiGiven concerns over INEC’s preparedness for the elections, and the potential for a pro-APC bias in conducting the elections, 
we believe that a close result will be followed by allegations of fraud and irregularities. 

Elections: The elections will be tight. Buhari will dominate in Nigeria’s most populated zone – the North West from where he 
hails but unlike previous years, his majority will not be as absolute as Atiku will more than meet the 25% minimum electoral 
requirement in each state in the zone. The Pastoral Conict will be the deciding factor in the North Central and we expect 
AAtiku to defeat Buhari in that zone. This issue will also factor to shift votes away from Buhari in areas of the North West and 
North East dominated by minorities. In the South, Atiku should carry the South East and South South states handsomely, so 
that as in the 2015 elections the South West zone will once again decide the presidential elections. While we think it that an 
elite consensus, and popular discontent will be favourable to Atiku, Buhari's control of the apparatus of state will be a factor, 
and we do not think that he will hesitate to use it, so at this point we think that the elections are too close to call.
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A disputed result is very likely for the 2019 general elections, raising the prospect of pre- and post-election violence.

Post-election violence: Based on the intervention of state and local actors, we believe that electoral violence in 2019 
will be of a greater magnitude than in 2011. The following states are at particular risk: Abia, Adamawa, Akwa Ibom, 
Bauchi, Benue, Cross River, Imo, Kaduna, Kano, Kogi, Nasarawa, Osun, Oyo, Rivers, Taraba and Zamfara.
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SBM Intelligence is an Africa-focused geopolitical analysis, market intelligence and communications consulting rm focused 
on addressing the critical need for market data and big data analytics. We employ various methods of data collection. Our 
Data Collection Methodology team advises on data collection methods for all ONS social and business surveys. With clients 
both within the business and the wider government community, we aim to provide expert advice on data collection 
procedures and carry out research leading to improvements in survey quality.

Since 2013, we have provided data analytics and strategic communication solutions to clients across various sectors in Nigeria, 
Ghana,Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire, the UK and France. In 2015 we became a partner to Stratfor, an American geopolitical intelligence rm 
that provides strategic analysis and forecasting to individuals and organisations around the world, including the various US 
departments and agencies like the Department of Defense (DoD) and the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI). Since the 
partnership came into efect, several SBM Intel generated reports have been published on Stratfor’s
website.
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